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This is orientation.



Discipline: A concentrated and bounded 
academic field of study. The fruits.

Interdisciplinarity: Incorporates several fields 
of study to allow collaboration among diverse 
disciplines to broaden education, to gain 
understanding, to create new concepts and 
approaches, and/or to problem solve. 
The fruit smoothie

Multidisciplinarity: Drawing on information 
and methods from two or more disciplines. 
Distinct from “interdisciplinary” in that it 
generally does not imply integrating the fields 
together into a new field or approach. 
The fruit bowl.
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Transdisciplinarity: 
transcends disciplines or academia

Instrumental Interdisciplinarity: 
targets problems solving

Critical Interdisciplinarity: 
targets the critique or shift of the 
way we organize knowledge



DOING Interdisciplinarity:
Systems Thinking and Contextualization

Larger Thing or Whole

Part PartPart

Smaller ThingSmaller Thing

Larger Context



Disciplines have

Content          Methods         Epistemologies



You free faculty not by insisting they 
give up the standards of their 
traditional discipline in order to 
accept the standards of someone 
else’s. Rather, you reward them 
and their students for constantly 
rethinking options, trying new 
programs, acting inventively and 
boldly, collaboratively and 
synthetically.

Cathy N. Davidson



The major in a traditional 
discipline no longer maps to the 
complex ways students 
encounter the world or the jobs 
and careers of the present and 
the future, and so we must 
champion relevant 
interdisciplinary projects, 
missions, programs, and goals, 
across departments and silos of 
knowledge and expertise.

Cathy N. Davidson



Parallel Challenges for 
Higher Ed & Interdisciplinarity

● adjunctification of teaching labor and 
the  deprofessionalization of faculty;

● rising tuition costs and student debt;
● narrow prioritizing of STEM and 

reductive skills training;
● corporatization of the university;
● steering between extremes of 

technophobia and technophilia.

~ Cathy N. Davidson & Julie Klein 
(https://www.hastac.org/blogs/molly-mann/2018/01/05/boundary-

work-and-digital-humanities-interview-julie-thompson-klein)
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STructural Challenges & Costs

P&T, Team-Teaching, Assessment



The common denominator in models and strategies is 
moving beyond narrow skills training to help students 
navigate their futures by understanding the complexity of 
the world they live in, coping with change by learning how 
to learn, steering between extremes, and cultivating a 
new literacy grounded in skills of deep and critical 
thinking, communication and collaboration, and 
cross-cultural understanding. 

[This] does not mean jettisoning everything but keeping 
what works well while shedding inherited features by 
“unbundling” and “rebundling” practices.

~Julie Klein



Linked & Federated Course Structures

● cohorts of students taking multiple 

coordinated courses.

● same semester or in sequence.

● different instructors who may be from 

different departments. 

● topical or thematic approach.

● syllabi between the courses may be fully 

integrated or separate.

● linked courses tend to incorporate at least 

once major integrative assignment 

between the courses.

● students are intended to transfer 

and utilize information and themes 

learned in the core course to the 

related courses.

● instructors may collaboratively 

design assignments. 

● course work can be either assessed 

by both instructors to ensure the 

course outcomes are being 

addressed or done by each faculty 

independently based on the 

assignment topic.

From InTeGrate (Carleton College)



From Rick Oches, Bentley University



From Rick Oches, Bentley College 



Assignment/XA/TA

Course/XC/TC

Program/XP/TP

Cluster/XC/TC

University/XU/TU
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IDS —> Clusters
● Project titles matter. Clear, specific titles help us focus and 

communicate our work to a wider audience. Vague titles 
become obstacles to our work.

● Instead of either breadth or depth, we can strive for both 
breadth and depth.

● Let requirements give shape to creativity. Too many 
requirements stifle, too few may lead to vagueness and 
stasis.

● Allow change and flexibility. In IDS, contract changes are 
relatively easy because we recognize that students will 
develop during their journey.

https://youtu.be/dQw4w9WgXcQ


ePort
all IDS students have a  digital home for their work



sample ePorts

Rebecca Rand 
Environmental Sociology ‘19

Maya I. 
Ethnochoreographic Studio Management ‘19

Ben Pyke 
Music Physics ‘20

Hayley DeSousa Healthcare Administration, ‘19

https://biophiliaearth.wordpress.com/about-2/
https://moonglowdance.wordpress.com/
https://moonglowdance.wordpress.com/
http://bdp1018.plymouthcreate.net/blog/
http://bdp1018.plymouthcreate.net/blog/
http://hayleyadesousa.plymouthcreate.net/
http://hayleyadesousa.plymouthcreate.net/
https://biophiliaearth.wordpress.com/about-2/
https://moonglowdance.wordpress.com/
http://bdp1018.plymouthcreate.net/blog/
http://hayleyadesousa.plymouthcreate.net/


● Commit to university-level cohesion 
around cluster pedagogy 

● Commit to using a common language 
(not as your only language!)

● Commit to being open to additional 
interdisciplinary possibilities in your 
teaching

● Identify interdisciplinary 
projects & pedagogies in 
your teaching and 
scholarship 
○ Align language in that 

work to PSU language
○ Inform the CoLab of this 

work

Participate in the CPLC!

● Commit to generously 
sharing critiques & 
pressing for improvement



Cluster Pedagogy Learning Community

Three Tracks

● Main Track
○ Exam Week Sessions

○ June 4 & July 30 Sessions

○ University Days Session

○ Year-long Program

● TWP Track
○ Plus June 4 & July 30 Extensions 

● Open Ed Track
○ Plus May 28-30 ATI

○ Plus January 2020 Event

Alignment

Development

Collaboration

Support

Cohesion
Info and application: https://www.plymouth.edu/psuopen/cluster-pedagogy-learning-community/

https://www.plymouth.edu/psuopen/cluster-pedagogy-learning-community/




http://bit.ly/interdiscFB

http://bit.ly/interdiscFB

